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DAMMAM: The Moroccan National Futsal team
beat Kuwait 6-4 in the opening match of the
2022 Arab Futsal Cup in Dammam, Saudi Arabia.
Morocco’s Idris Rais scored a super Hat-Trick (4
goals) while Youssef Jawad and Abdellatif Fati
scored the other goals . On the other hand,
Kuwait’s Abdul Rahman Al-Taweel scored two
goals while Abdul Latif Al-Abbasi and Saleh Al-
Fadhel scored one goal each.

The 2022 Arab Futsal  Cup kicked off  on
Monday in Dammam, with 10 nations hoping to
claim the sixth edition of the competition. The 10-

team tournament, organized by the Union of Arab
Football Associations and hosted by the Saudi
Arabia Football Federation, runs from June 20-28.

Group 1  includes Morocco, Kuwait ,
Mauritania and Somalia; group 2 Egypt, Iraq and
Algeria; and group 3 sees hosts Saudi Arabia
take on Palestine and Libya. The Arab Futsal Cup
launches the UAFA’s 2022-23 season, with the
association keen to develop the sport of indoor
football in the Arab world. The first edition of the
tournament took place in Cairo in 1998, with
hosts Egypt claiming the tit le after beating

Morocco 8-4 in the final.
Egypt, hosting the tournament again in 2005,

retained the title with a 5-1 win over Morocco.
Libya took the title on home soil in 2007, and
won it again in Egypt a year later. There was a
13-year break before the fifth edition of the com-
petition returned in 2021, with Morocco winning
the title for the first time, defeating Egypt 4-0 in
Cairo. In Monday’s opening fixtures of the 2022
Arab Futsal Cup, Morocco took on Kuwait, after
which Egypt met Iraq, and later Saudi Arabia
played with Palestine. —Agencies

DAMMAM: Moroccan player scores a goal during the 2022 Arab Futsal Cup in Dammam, Saudi Arabia on Monday June 20, 2022. Morocco beat Kuwait 6-4 in the opening match. 

Ukrainian Romanchuk 
fastest in qualifying at 
world swimming
BUDAPEST: Ukrainian Mykhailo Romanchuk
made a statement at the World Swimming
Championships on Monday morning as he
grabbed a narrow edge in the 800m men’s
freestyle heats. Romanchuk, twice a silver
medalist in the worlds and once in the Olympics,
is Ukraine’s best hope of a gold in the worlds.
He trailed in fourth early on in a high-powered
third heat. He surged through late in the race to
win in 7min 44.75sec, edging German Florian
Wellbrock, the Tokyo open-water gold medal-
list, by 0.05sec.

Italian Gabriele Detti, who won the event
when the championships were last in Budapest
in 2017,  was third. On a good morning for Italy,
Gregorio Paltrinieri won the depleted final heat
to qualify fourth. Elijah Winnington, who won
the 400m free on Saturday, and Austrian Felix
Auboeck, who was fourth in that race, were late
scratches from the heats. The two men will race
in the 200m freestyle f inal , which opens
Monday evening’s action.

One the 200m finalists who did race, but not
very well, was German Lukas Martens. The silver
medalist in 400 had a horrible swim, finished
seventh in the last heat and failed to qualify. The
morning opened with Nicolo Martinenghi show-
ing no Monday morning hangover from his
intoxicating 100m breaststroke victory the night
before. A couple of minutes over 15 hours after
his first major gold medal, the Italian was back in
the pool and outpacing his breaststroke rivals.

He swam 26.68, 0.2sec ahead of American
Michael Andrew with Brazilian Joao Gomes
third and Sunday’s bronze medalist American
Nic Fink fourth. A small eddy of controversy
continued to whirl round the breaststroke, as
eight of the 66 entrants were disqualified. None

were serious medal contenders. While no imme-
diate reason was given, organizers announced
that they would be hearing an appeal by
American breaststroke swimmer Annie Lazor
against her disqualification the day before for a
“non-simultaneous” kick.

Unless over-turned, that decision will cost
Lazor a place in the 100m final on Monday
evening. Another of the young breakout swim-
mers of the opening weekend, French medley
specialist Leon Marchand, also advanced to a
semi-final on Monday morning, although in
more low-key style. The 20-year-old, who won
the 400m medley on Saturday, finished 11th best
in the men’s 200m butterfly heats. He was

2.28sec behind the fastest man, Kristof Milak,
the hosts best hope of a gold in these champi-
onships. Milak only turned up the heat on the
last lap as he burned off the opposition.

South African star Chad Le Clos was a late
scratch. In the women’s 200m freestyle, the
leading contenders measured their efforts in the
absence of the Olympic gold and silver medalist.
Australian Ariarne Titmus is skipping the cham-
pionships and Hong Kong’s Siobhan Haughey,
who has been struggling with an ankle injury,
scratched on Monday morning. China’s Yang
Junxuan, who was quickest, and Australian
Madison Wilson were the only two women to
swim under 1min 57sec. —AFP

More than 50% of 
footballers suffer 
online abuse
PARIS: More than half of footballers playing at the
European Championship and African Cup of Nations
suffered online abuse, a study published by FIFA
revealed on Saturday. Much of abuse came from fans of
the players’ home nations. “Homophobic (40%) and
racist (38%) comments provided the majority of the
abuse,” said the independent report published to coin-
cide with the United Nations International Day for
Countering Hate Speech. 

Using artificial intelligence to track over 400,000
posts on social media platforms during the semi-finals
and finals of Euro 2020 and 2021 African Cup of Nations
2021 “over 50% of players received some form of dis-
criminatory abuse”. FIFA said with the World Cup in
Qatar just five months away, they will work with players
union FIFPRO to implement a plan on how to protect
players from abuse on social media. This will involve
scanning recognized hate speech terms published to
identified social media accounts, and once detected,
prevent that comment from being seen by the recipient
and their followers.

“Although the offending message remains visible to
the person who originally made the comment, its visibility
and reach will be significantly reduced,” said FIFA.
England’s Marcus Rashford, Bukayo Saka and Jadon
Sancho were all targeted online following their penalty
misses in the Euro 2020 final, leading to widespread calls
for a clampdown on racist abuse on social media. One
teenager was given a six-week jail sentence for racially
abusing Rashford on Twitter after the loss to Italy.

“Our duty is to protect football, and that starts with
the players who bring so much joy and happiness to all
of us by their exploits on the field of play,” said FIFA
president Gianni Infantino. “Unfortunately, there is a
trend developing where a percentage of posts on social
media channels directed towards players, coaches,
match officials and the teams themselves is not accept-
able, and this form of discrimination - like any form of
discrimination - has no place in football.” —AFP

2022 Arab Futsal Cup tournament kicks off

Morocco overpower Kuwait 6-4

BUDAPEST: Ukraine’s Mykhailo Romanchuk competes in a heat for the men’s 800m freestyle event during
the Budapest 2022 World Aquatics Championships at Duna Arena in Budapest on June 20, 2022.  —AFP

WOLVERHAMPTON: England’s midfielder Bukayo Saka
reacts during the UEFA Nations League, league A
group 3 football match between England and Hungary
at Molineux Stadium in Wolverhampton. —AFP


